
Brand New 82 

Brand New Life Online: Rise Of The Goddess Of Harvest 

Chapter 82: Quest Completion And Bountiful Rewards! 

[You have defeated [Miasmic Undead Mushroom Hero: Lv18]!] 

[You earned 30000 EXP] 

[You gained 50000 Gold] 

[Your Race and Job Class Level has increased from Level 14 to Level 16!] 

[You acquired [Miasmic Mushroom Cap] x10, [Rotten Flesh and Bones of the Fallen Hero] x20, 

[Crystalized Soul Fragment] x20, [Shattered Accursed Black Armor Pieces] x20, [Greater Potential Cube] 

x10] 

[The Level of [Belle] has increased from Level 12 to Level 14!] 

[The Level of [Loki] has increased from Level 11 to Level 13!] 

[The Level of [Silver] has increased from Level 8 to Level 10!] 

[The Tamed Pet [Silver] can now Evolve, upon evolution, total Level will be Reset to Level 1] 

Right in front of me the System showcased many of the things that had happened. Apparently I reached 

Level 16 right away… Wow, how many levels did I increase through this whole dungeon? 7 Levels in 

total? That's insane! This was the best thing that has happened to me so far… Oh well, I guess this must 

be a big reason on why Dungeons are rare as well. 

However, although everybody was celebrating we won, things were not over yet. The Game System 

quickly notified everybody involved in the quest that it was finally completed. 

"Oh, the quest is complete…!" Said Rita. "And- Oooh! I got a bunch of stuff for free!" 

"I also completed the quest and got a few nice things… I am getting super close to level cap by now!" 

Said Titan. 

"Huh? I gained… EXP and Gold? H-How is this possible? My Level has suddenly risen so much! Ah… Eh? 

What is this… a Status? T-This Title is…!" Said Acorn. 

I heard their surprise but I saw it for myself, their rewards were easily showcased in front of me, as the 

one that created the quests and gave them to the three, I was able to supervise their rewards and 

everything within in utmost detail. 

[Player Achlys], [Player Titan], and [NPC Acorn] have successfully completed the Main Quest] 

[Player Achlys] has been awarded with 10000 EXP, 10000 Gold, [Crown of Forbidden Darkness] Head 

Equipment], and [Servant of Darkness] Title] 

[Player Titan] has been awarded with 30000 EXP, 30000 Gold, [Earthen Core of Souls and Life] Core 

Equipment], and [Great Guardian of the Forest] Title] 
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[NPC Acorn] has been awarded with 15000 EXP, 15000 Gold, [Novice Elemental Magic Grimoire] Book 

Equipment], and [Lesser Player Authority] Title] 

Wow! Everybody got some amazing EXP, Gold, and equipment and titles! It seems everybody ended 

winning at the end, they got useful and strong equipment fitting their current strength, and even Titles 

to strengthen them- Wait a second, that Title from Acorn is a bit… What do you mean "Lesser Player 

Authority"?! Is the Game System giving Player powers to an NPC? 

This is… Amazing! 

But is this even allowed? 

Ah… well, if the Game System itself is doing it, I suppose it is allowed, right? Well, the Title itself doesn't 

give Acorn everything that Players have for them, he only gets partial powers that Players have, such as 

being able to see his Status in detail, assign Stat Points and Skill Points, and even have his own 

Inventory… But it doesn't say anything about being able to revive after dying. 

The System continued showing new things. It seems that I was not excluded from the rewards, and I got 

a bunch of them for myself as well. 

[You have been awarded with 20000 EXP, 20000 Gold, [Heavenly Ring of Life and Souls] Accessory 

Equipment], and [Guider of Heroes] Title] 

[Your Race and Job Class Level has increased from Level 16 to Level 17!] 

[You can now assigns Quest more freely] 

[You can now begin Subclass Quests for you and your allies] 

Oh neat, I got a bunch of interesting things! I got a nice ring with some interesting effects on them, and 

also a nice amount of EXP, enough to level up again to boot! And I got a strange new Title… Well, I can 

check it later anyways- 

Ding! 

[Player Planta] has completed a [World's Chapter] of the [Chronicles of the World, Volume 3], [Chapter 

6: The Sealed Hero of Legend]!] 

W-Wait, there's more things?! 

And when that system message showed up, it wasn't just for me, it was shown… in the entire server of 

the game. Yeah, the System Message emerged atop the ceiling, and seemingly in every place where 

there was a large concentration of players, or maybe to every player in the game?! 

[The World rapidly advances; the threat of the Dark Demon King of Miasma is slowly reseeding!] 

[Player Planta] has dealt direct damage to the Dark Demon King of Miasma!] 

[The Dark Demon King of Miasma has lost 10% of its total HP!] 

[Player Planta] has received the Title [World's Boss Nemesis] 

[Player Planta] has received the Title [Revered Figure] 



W-Wait, even more dangerous-sounding Titles now? What do you mean I am the World's Boss Nemesis 

now? A-And… Revered Figure?! Am I being revered now? No way! T-That's not right! I just want to chill 

in this game, not become even more famous! This was supposed to be a small dungeon adventure, why 

did it suddenly began to involve the whole world? It was just a damn mushroom-filled cave… 

"P-Planta… You've done a lot…" Said Titan, walking to my side. 

"Uuuhh… This is bad, isn't it?" Sighed Rita. 

"Y-Yeah… I think." I sighed, covering my face in embarrassment. 

"W-Well, for now- Oh, look! A Treasure Chest!" Titan pointed out at a treasure chest that showed up 

where the Hero had died. 

"Ooooh! I'll keep what's inside! Plant already got her goodies anyways, right?" Laughed Rita, as we 

walked behind her. She quickly opened the treasure chest and what was inside was… two accessories 

which were orange mushroom themed! It was a hairpin and a necklace, how cute! 

"W-What is thisssss?!" Cried Rita, as she felt rather disgusted by how cute and corny-looking the 

accessories were. "Ugh, just keep them…" She sighed, as I swiftly grabbed them and equipped them for 

myself. 

FLASH! 

[You have equipped all four of the Mushroom Hero Accessory Set Equipment Items!] 

[The Blessing of the Mushroom Hero encompasses you!] 


